Informations
Equipment :
-Casque / Helmet
-Dorsale / Back protection (Non intégrés au sac / not included in the backpack)
-Sac à dos, pelle et sonde / Backpack with shovel and probe
-DVA sur le corps avec piles récentes / Avalanche transceiver on the body (switched
on with fresh batteries)
-System RECCO, dans les vêtement ou fourni par l'organisation / Recco reflector
provided by the event organizer (NEW as of this season)
BIB (if provided)

Matériel conseillé mais non obligatoire / Material adviser but
not mandatory :
Airbag backpack with handle on
Baudrier / Harness (pour faciliter les secours si besoin /
To facilitate relief as needed

DISCLAIMER

I, the undersigned _______________________________________________ participant in the
French Freeride Qualifier Vars competition taking place in Vars on March 23th or 24th, 2019, waive
any future claim against FWT Management SA and Evolution2 Vars (SARL SPOAS) their
director(s), their employees and other auxiliaries, mountain guides, agents and representatives for
any bodily injury, injury to bodily integrity, pecuniary or non-pecuniary damage and for any
prejudice, which may be occasioned by participation in the above-mentioned event, whatever the
cause - including fault or negligence - except in the case of fraud or serious misconduct. The
undersigned agrees, as a consequence of the foregoing and in accordance with the following
compromissory clause, not to bring legal action and undertakes not to be a party in a criminal case
against FWT Management SA and Evolution2 Vars (SARL SPOAS), organizers of the event and its
auxiliaries, nor to challenge - to the same extent - any contracting parties. The signatory is aware
that the event he has entered is a high-risk competition and he alone must judge his ability to
compete safely based solely on his own assessment of the risks and dangers resulting from their
participation. The signatory expressly declares that by his decision to participate he consents to the
risks inherent in the event, that he recognises, fully understands and appreciates those risks based on
the quality of his ability as a snowboarder / skier and his experience the mountain. In particular the
signatory (competitor) declares that by participating he has made a personal assessment of the snow
conditions in the competition area and believes them to satisfactory. The signatory expressly
declares that he is aware that any fall is likely to lead to grave injuries and/or death. Consequently,
the signatory is made aware of the fact that he can at any time - on the basis of his own risk
assessment – waive without prejudice his participation in the event. FWT Management SA and
Evolution2 Vras (Sarl SPOAS) undertake to treat any signatory who withdraws in the same way as
competing participants. The declared signatories must be aware that the inherent risk in such an
event are only partially controllable by the organiser and that particular risks cannot be excluded,
irrespective of measures taken by the organiser. The undersigned should particularly note and and
be attentive to the following: Avalanches: They can occur frequently in mountainous areas and
competition areas. These are natural phenomena occurring when the mountain face is particularly
steep and the snow layer is thick. They are also affected by the changes in weather, the instability of
the mountain face and the snowpack. Snowfall: Snowfall can conceal many rocks just below the
surface of the snow causing the competitor to fall resulting in injuries. Helicopter transport: The
risks of such transport may be increased in competition areas and certain meteorological conditions,
especially in winter . Weather Conditions: They can vary from one extreme to another and are
subject to rapid and unpredictable changes. The Signatory recognises that the competitor’s physical
condition is such that he can participate in the competition, free from any pre-existing problem that
could affect his participation. The signatory recognizes that the competitor is a specialist in extreme
snowboarding / skiing, that he is able to descend mountain faces with an incline greater than 45
degrees and which can have fatal consequences in the event of a fall and, further, that he is able to
appreciate for himself the risks resulting from participating.
Arbitration clause: The signatories undertake to introduce no legal action and submit to arbitration
in the Court of First Instance for any dispute resulting from the application of this release of liability
and for any damage resulting from a fraud or serious misconduct and therefore asks its agents,

representatives and heirs to submit to arbitration as aforesaid. The seat of this Tribunal is at Gap.
Only French law is applicable. The competitor finally declares to be at least 18 years old, to have
read and understood the terms of this release before signing it and accepts that it applies by right to
his heirs, his family, his executors and administrators testamentaries and his successors.
Signed ____________le__________ 2019 (date)
Signature __________________________

Transfer of the right to use images
I, undersigned ______________________________________________ (NOM / NAME), transfer
without compensation and without conditions to FWT Management SA and Evolution 2 and / or
those for whom they act as agent or other and their respective principals all rights to register, copy,
produce, show, use or otherwise use the images, photos or any other medium on which I appear
because of my participation in the Vars 2019 French Freeride Qualifier in whole or in part, distorted
or not, and their color reproductions or other, without limit in time, in all the media of the whole
world and for all purposes, including for commercial use, and I abstain from exercising any right. I
therefore transfer particularly without compensation and without conditions to FWT Management
SA and Evolution 2 Vars (SARL SPOAS) and / or those for which they act as agent or other and
their respective constituents and / or those to whom it has yielded the images, the right to use the
images in any media, publications, written or electronic, around the world for editorial, commercial,
promotional purposes; use on Internet pages in order to allow third parties to download images; to
sell, lend, give, rent the images or part of the images; use the images or part of the images in the
creation of logos or trademarks; print on postcards, calendars, greeting cards, posters or any other
product; to use for any other purpose and in any way and to give them for the same intentions.
Arbitration clause: The signatories undertake not to introduce any legal action and to submit to an
arbitration of the Court of First Instance for any litigation resulting from the application of the
present assignment of right of use of images and for all damage resulting from fraud or serious
misconduct and therefore asks its agents, representatives and heirs to submit to arbitration as
aforesaid. The seat of this Tribunal is at GAP. Only French law is applicable. The signatory finally
declares to be at least 18 years old, to have read and understood the terms of this release before
signing it and accepts that it applies by right to his heirs, his family, his executors and
administrators testamentaries and his successors.
Signed _______________ on the ___________ 2019 (date)
Signature _______________________________

